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GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Biker Sheila 016 708 5010
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Speedhound 016 458 4721
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2417
Date: 7 June 2018
Bunny: Broccoli
Runsite: Island Glades, Chinese Temple

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

After a two week hiatus I got a call from the Bunny’s husband, Sayor, asking for 
paper at 2.30pm on Thursday! I couldn’t believe that the run setters hadn’t or-
ganised having paper to set the run either their own paper and/or the logo paper 
but expected the Committee/GM to come a running with paper when called. NO 
WAY!! Please, if  you are setting a run ask the previous week for some logo paper 
and don’t forget you are supposed to use some of  your own paper too!!
There was a smallish crowd at the start and the poor Bunny was still working 
when Goodyear (chief  co-hare) told about the run which was laid on the back of  
another Chapter’s paper!!! Then off  they went.!
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Next week we are at Lembah Permai,
Shoplots, for Tiny’s run

Please come and support her

Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
2419 21-06-18 Snow White Youth Park, Sai Seng corner
2420 28-06-18 Counterfeit Mount Pleasure 
2421 5-07-018 Botak Chin Lenbag Permai, shoplots
2422 12-07-18 Pimp Kek Lok Si, lower carpark
2423 19-07-18 Skippy TBA
2424 26-07-18 Frozen Pussy TBA
2425 2-08-18 Hot Lips TBA
2426 9-08-18 Marks & Spencer TBA
2427 16-08-18 Drippy Dick TBA

Hareline 2018

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be

As usual some had gone in early just to make sure they came out in the light if  it 
was a long run. Naturally, as the run wasn’t that long, the early starters tended 
to be the first ones to return with Inspector Gadget leading the way with Botak 
Chin and Skippy following a bit later. 
We had quite a few guests, some of  which were not introduced apart from 3 from 
the mainland and Moira a very welcome guest.
By 7.30pm all were back including Woodpecker who wondered in looking some-
what tired. The food was served. The beer was quaffed and the hashers relaxed 
waiting for the circle.
Many thanks to Broccoli for her virgin hosting with the Harriets! It turned out 
to be a fun night!
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Announcements On Sec
1. When a bunny/hare invite guests for the run, then the bunny/hare has a 
choice to either pay guest fees for them or during the circle when the guests are 
being introduced to buy the circle beers for them. 
2. The outstation run to Ipoh is postponed to a later date.

The run started with only a few members at the announcement and start of  the 
run, on a hot and windless evening. The run contractors started the run by com-
plaining of  the difficulty in obtaining trail papers, but was rebutted as they could 
always asked the correct person in charge. So the setters used other chapter’s pa-
per but clipped on the reverse sides. The trail head was located beside the temple 
and immediately the front runners set off  the steep steps and slopes. There was 
no let up as the trail continued up the steep rocky and sandy slope. 
It was only about 20 minutes later that there was a respite when the trail turned 
horizontally, but only for a short distance. That gave our tired muscles a brief  
rest to let off  the lactic acid in our stiffened muscles and the renewed strength 
was welcomed as we continue to struggle up the steep slope. Almost about 60 
metres to the skyline, we met up with the early runners who were by then rest-
ing briefly, gasping for air. We had to climb a steep rock surface, aided by the 
roots of  the trees before we managed to haul ourselves onto the ridge top. 
I guessed it right when the trial turned right after we reached the ridge. Af-
ter only a short distance along the ridge we turned left and downhill, heading 
towards the valley between Bukit Gambir hills and Farlim township. We ran 
across the farm paths at the valley and then turned left towards the hill top over-
looking Bukit Gambir. At the top where there was a rest house frequented by 
hikers, we continued to run along the ridge paralleled to the valley heading to-
wards Yeap Chor Ee temple. It was an easy run down the ridge and after a “rest-
ed” run, we arrived at the Chinese temple at Bukit Gambir. To our dismay we

Burst, by Marks & Spencer
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had to climb up a flight of  stairs in order to track back to our run site. We had 
to skirt diagonally and zig-zagged our way on the sandy slopes before we could 
cut the hill from Bukit Gambir to Island Glades. We were glad when we recog-
nised the roof  lines of  the Island Glades houses and jogged along the back lane 
back to our run site. At the run site, some of  the runners that had stared the run 
much earlier had by then completed the run. There was a crowd of  about 40 in 
all.
The harriet hosted a wonderful and delicious meal. It was indeed a great and en-
joyable run.

Dear Renata,

It is with great sadness that we 
heard that Helmut all of  the 
sudden passed away. 

All the members of  the Hash House 
Harriets Penang
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Dear Alex,

We are very sorry to hear that 
your mother passed away.

All the members of  the Hash House 
Harriets Penang

Circle
1. Welcome to all the guests.
2. A charge by GM saw Mission Impossible and Sayor on ice. Their crime was 
not asking for paper and expecting the Committee to spoon feed them.
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3. As Sayor left the ice the GM then charged him once more. This time it was for 
calling her up just after she had arrived back in the country and expecting her to 
bring the paper and set the run. 
4. The GM then charged him once again for knowing weeks in advance when 
the run would be but not organising the paper and having to use another Chap-
ter’s paper to set, albeit turned the other way. This must have been confusing to 
the early starters as they had left before the announcement.
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5. A further charge by Speedhound saw both Sayor and Beauty Queen on ice. 
In his quest for paper Sayor had called Beauty Queen who in turn called Speed-
hound who was at work. Then Sayor called Speedhound so on ice they went!!!
6. A charge by Akz Hole put Inspector Gadget on ice. Whilst earlier sitting, 
drinking and chatting AH noticed that Gadget’s shirt was inside out and told 
him so. Black German complained to AH that he too had noticed and hadn’t said 
anything so that he could charge Gadget later. No worries we’ll charge him any-
way and so we did!!
7. Bunny on ice. Thank you to Broccoli for her virgin hosting of  the evening and 
for organising a good run and great food.

Our condolences go to Alex (Inspector Gadget) on the passing of  his Mother. 
Our thoughts are with you at this sad time.

We are shocked to hear that Helmut all of  the sudden passed away while being 
in Europe. Our thoughts are with Renata at this very sad time. 
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13, Imposter 22, Grandma/Black German

9, Counterfeit

26, Marks & Spencer

June

6, The General5, Pole Dancer
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Pictures of  the evening
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Funnies

Two guys were out walking their dogs on a hot day, when they pass by a 
pub. The first guy says, “Let’s go in there for a pint.” Second guy, says, “They 
won’t let us in with our dogs.” First guy: “Sure they will, just follow my 
lead.”

He goes up to the pub, and sure enough the doorman says, “I can’t let you 
in here with that dog.” He replies, “Oh, I’m blind and this is my seeing-eye 
dog.” The doorman says, “Ok then, come on in.”

The second guy sees this and does the same thing. He goes up to the pub, 
and the doorman says, “You can’t come in here with a dog.” He replies, “I’m 
blind and this is my seeing-eye dog.” The doorman responds, “You have a 
chihuahua for a seeing-eye dog?” The second guy stops for a second, and ex-
claims, “They gave me a chihuahua?
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Invitation Runs
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Invitation Runs

If  you want more information contact me.
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


